VERITAS Claire - Latest technology for sewing
The large display of the VERITAS Claire clearly shows all proximity
settings. The large buttons, allow an optimal work on the machine.
The stitch length can be set from 0 - 4.5mm and the stitch width
from 0 - 7mm and then saved using the memory function. Comfortable sewing, even without foot control, is easily possible with the
VERITAS Claire. The machine can also be operated manually using
the start/stop button.

Practical sewing functions
The reverse sewing button, auto-lock function, and lowering and raising of the needle are just a few of the features that ensure optimum
sewing enjoyment with the VERITAS Claire. The stepless speed control allows the sewing speed to be perfectly adjusted to your sewing
skills.

Save your own patterns
The large LCD multi-function display makes it particularly easy to set
indi- vidual stitch patterns. Existing patterns can be set and adjusted
together with the stitch length from 0 - 4.5 mm and the stitch width
from 0 - 7 mm, and then saved as an individual custom pattern using
the memory function. When sewing next, the stored stitch is easy to
retrieve.

Accurate and precise
Accuracy and precision are in paramount with all VERITAS models.
Whether buttonholes or different stitch lengths, thanks to the numerous settings and automatic functions, even the most difficult tasks
succeed in the blink of an eye. With the glare-free LED light nothing
remains hidden from view. Precise work becomes child‘s play.

Wide range of accessories
For even more comfort, the VERITAS Claire is equipped with numerous accessories. These include various utensils such as the quilting
guide, the jeans support, a jeans and leather needle, the roller foot
and many other sewing feet and tools.

Numbers and letters for unique sewing projects
The VERITAS Claire‘s many stitch patterns include not only many
decorative stitches for a sewing project, also letters and numbers
can be sewn effortlessly and cleanly. This makes each project
unique and can be customized to suit individual needs.

Specifications
197 stitch programmes with alphabet and numbers

Needle threader

Quilting, decorative, overlock stitches, darning

Stitch length adjustable from 0 - 4,5 mm

1-Step automatic buttonhole function

Stitch width adjustable from 0 - 7 mm

6 different buttonholes

Automatic thread tension

Memory function for personalised sewing patterns

LED sewing light

LCD Screen

Solid alloy construction

Start/Stop button

Large sewing table

Stepless speed regulator

Detachable accessory box

Auto lock-function

Further information
70W
100-240V

Actress with passion

50-60Hz
CE
GS
Country of origin:

Vietnam

EAN:			

7640105924752

Pieces per pallet:		

24

Packaging dimensions:		

48,2 x 25 x 35,3 cm

Container 20‘ / 40‘ / 40‘ HC:

528 / 1152 / 1344 pcs

Net weight:			

6,3 kg

Gross weight:		

8,1 kg

Machine dimensions:

40,5 x 17,5 x 30 cm

Tariff of duties:

84521011

Claire Adams was a Canadian silent movie
actress and benefactor. She studied in Canada and England and started a film career
in Hollywood where she married a producer.
Her most famous movie was The Big Parade,
the silent movie with the second highest sales in film history.

Accessories
Quality needles

Seam ripper

Zig-zag foot

Second spool pin

Zipper foot

Quilting guide

Buttonhole foot

3 Bobbins

Overcasting foot

Screwdriver

Blind hem foot

L-Screwdriver

Satin stitch foot

Spool cap small & large

Button sewing foot

Felt pad for thread spool

Roller foot

Jeans support

Brush

Jeans & Leather needle

Address / Company stamp

www.veritas-sewing.com
facebook.com/veritassewing
instagram.com/veritassewing

